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ÀBSTR.ÀCT

A study on how mutual coupling affects the radiation pat-
tern of a microstrip antenna array is presented. The effec-
tive voltages and the active input impedance are formulated

in terms of the applied voltages and the mutual admittance

of the radiating elements. The mutual reaction between cir-
cular microstrip radiators is determined using a magnetic

current model and the mutual admittance is obtained by ap-

plying the reaction concept. A hexagonal array of seven cir-
cuLar microstrips is investigated and the effects on its
gain pattern due to the element spacing, the dielectric con-

stant and the thickness of the substrate are determined. A

brief study of the multi-Iayer stacked microstrip antenna

and its array shows the structure gives a gain improvement

but accompanied with a rapid azimuthal variation.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 HI STORTCÀt BACKGROT'NÐ ON MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

The concept of microstrip antenna was introduced early in
the '50s. However, very few research papers or riterature
were reported regarding to this low profile and conformal

antenna in the folrowing two decades. rn the early 70's Mun-

son tll published the development of microstrip antennas for
use as low profile frush-mounted antennas on rockets and

missiles and their apprications in many antenna system prob-

lems, and thereby gave birth to a new antenna industry. Ad-

ditional work on basic microstrip patch element by Howerl

l2l, Ðerneryd [3], Garvin, Munson, Ostwald, and Schroeder

l4l, Shen, Long, Allerding, and walton [5], Agrawal and Bai-
ley t6l were considered to be the backbone on the design and

analysis of microstrip antennas.

Basically, microstrip antennas consist of an extremely

thin metaLric printed strip placed a smalr fraction of a

wavelength (h.<¡.) above a metallic ground plate. The separa-

tion between these two patches is a dierectric substrate.
Proper serection of this materiaL depends on its dielectric
constant, loss tangent, dimensional stability and tempera-

1-



ture sensitivity. rts thickness variation affects the reso-

nant freguency, resonant resistance, and other antenna quan-

tities. Many different shapes of microstrip patch are pres-

ent but regurar geometric shapes are the most common because

of ease of analysis and fabrication. Fig. 1 shows a repre-

sentative circurar microstrip patch and its associated die-
rectric substrate. and ground pIane. Feeding is achieved ei-
ther via a conducting strip to the edge of the patch or

through use of a coaxiar line with an inner conductor that
terminates on the patch. The placement of the feed affects
the matching and operation of the antenna. A ground wire is
used to connect the center of the disk to the ground plane

and forces the electric field to be zeto at the point in or-
der to eliminate the excitation of those modes with n=0.

dielectric
subst rate

,'!
T

metallic
ground
plate

Figure 1: Circular microstrip antenna

In Èhose applications where bandwidths less than a few

percent are acceptable, size r w€ight, cost r pêrformance,

ease of installion, and aerodynamic prof i1e are constraints,

metall ic
patch



microstrip antenna may have the desired characteristics. Ei-

Èher linear or circular polarization can be produced with

microstrip antennas. Àrrays of microstrip elements, with

single or multiple feedsr ffiay also be used to shape the

beam, to adjust the beam position, and to obtain greater di-
rectivities.

With continuing research and development and increased

usage of microstrip antennas, it is expected that they will

ultimately replace conventional antennas for most applica-

tions including: satellite communicaÈion, guided missiles

and rockets, remote sensing instrumentation, and biomedical

radiator etc.. As av¡areness of the possibiliÈies of micros-

trip antennas increases, the number of applications will

cont inue to gro$I "

1.2 MICROSTRIP ANÀLYSIS AND ITS RECENT DEVELOPMENT

Early literature reported by Munson t1l on the use of mi-

crostrip antenna to achieve an ornnidirectional pattern for
missiles and satellites has indeed triggered t.he antenna

technology and stimulated researchers for further pursuit on

the topic. Prior to Munson, Watkins l7l predicted the reso-

nant frequency of a circular microstrip disk by assuming the

pat.ch element as a cyl indr ical cavi ty. Theoret ical expres-

sions and experimental data on impedance and resonant fre-
quency of circular microstrip disk have been published by

I toh and t'tittra [8] , Wolf f and Knoppik [9] , Shen et aI.
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[5,10], Lo et at. [13], and chew and Kong [15]. Radiation

conductance, antenna efficiency, and other antenna quanti-

ties have also been discussed by Derneryd 1121. Most of

this valuable information is collected by BahI and Bhartia

[16]. These authors are by no means exhaustive, but their
work are particularly helpful in the prediction of the per-

formance of specific microstrip circular disk antenna de-

signs,

Several techniques have been developed for analysing mi-

crostrip antenna and the accuracy of each of them is based

upon the factors it incorporates. Nevertheless, three com-

monly used techniques are the transmission line model, the

modal-expansion cavity model, and the numerical method.

Derneryd 13,9,121 was the first to introduce the trans-

mission Iine model for rectangular patches. The radiating
element is considered as two slots perpendicular to the feed

Iine separated by a transmission line of low characteristic
impedance. The slots are characterized by their radiation
pattern, directivity, and equivalent admittance. Recently,

Bhattacharyya [19] devised a generalised transmission line
model which is capable of solving all regular geometric

patch shapes by means of a circuit model.

À mathematical analysis of a wide variety of microstrip
patch shapes was published by Lo et al. [13,14] who used the

modal-expansion cavity model to analyse rectangular, circu-

4-



Iar, semicircular, and triangular patch shapes. The field,

confined within the hypothetical magnetic wa11, between the

patch and the ground plane is expanded in terms of a series

of cavity resonant modes or eigenfunctions along with its

eigenvalues or resonant freguencies associated with each

mode.

For some irregular patch shapes where the appropriate or-

thogonal mode vectors are difficult to find, direct numeri-

ca1 analysis becomes more suitable than the modal-expansion

technique. Agrawal and Bailey l6l developed a wire grid mod-

el to compute the grid segment currents. The finer the grid

size, the better the approximation. However this numerical

and empirical combined approach is cumbersome and excessive-

ly demanding of computer time. The method of moments, ad-

vanced by Newman and Tulyathan [18], is used to determine

unknown surface currents flowing on the microstrip patch

modeL and volume polarization currents for the dielectric
slab. A system of N simultaneous linear equations is pro-

duced with coefficients given by an impedance matrix Znm.

The technique successfully predicts the currents, impedance,

and resonant frequency of the antenna provided the impedance

matrix is precisely computed.

The more information on

the better understanding on

olithic microstrip elernents

mation 11 ,2,31 for a fixed

microstrip antennas is extracted,

its applications is gained. Mon-

can be arranged in an array for-
beam purpose, scanning effect,

5-



wide angle coverage, and multiple frequency operations as

Iong as low radiated power is not the restrictions. It is

extremely preferable in airborne and satellite communica-

tions due to its lightweight and conformality. Àccording to

the array theory, i-t is necessary to have a very close ele-
ment spacing in order to avoid grating lobes. However, the

closer the element spacing, the more dominant is the

coupling effect 121 ,221. Besides , a minimum spacing re-
quired by the matching network and the feeding component al-
,¿rays place a limit on how closely the element can be spaced.

Disregarding the packaging problem, the mutual coupling ef-
fect plays a key role in the design of a microstrip array.

The future of the microstrip antenna and array is so promis-

ing that it is jeopardizing the fate of its conventional

counterparts.

1.3 OUTLINE OF rHE rHESIS

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Only the circu-
Iar microstrip element is studied because of its simple ge-

ometry that makes the mathematics less complicated. Sorne ba-

sic concepts on microstrip antennas and their development

are described in the introduction chapter. Chapter II re-
Iates the effective aperture voltage and the applied voltage

in a matrix form. The input impedance and the array factor

are also discussed. Mutual coupling calculation, based on

the reaction concept, starts as the main topic in chapter

6-



III. Both self and mutual admittance parameters are defined

and formulated. Knowing the characteristics of the circular
disc, the study is extended to the performance prediction of

a microstrip array. An array of circular disc in a hexagonal

shape is the prime objective of chapter IV. À set of pattern
plots are produced, with the element spacing and dielectric
constant as varying parameters, for comparison and design

consideration. Before reaching the conclusion chapter I a

multiple layer stack microstrip is also investigated in

chapter V for the gain and the pattern improvement.

7



Chapter II
MICROSTRIP ÀNTENNÀ ÀRRÀY THEORY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

An antenna array is employed and designed to satisfy all
the required specifications of which a single radiator fails
to produce such as gain, pattern, and peak ang1e. However,

each antenna radiates differently from its isolated exis-
tence with the addition of some other antennas in its vicin-
ity. As a matter of fact, coupling exists between neighbor-

ing radiating elements. It alters the active input impedance

of each element, and therefore, changes the corresponding

excitation voltage. Since the applied voltage is shared by

the source internal impedance and the active input impedance

of the antenna, the effective voltage at the antenna input,
responsible for radiation, depends upon the active input

impedance of the antenna. It is always important to know the

properties of the excitation voltage and the active input

impedance for each radiating element in an anÈenna array in

order to predict its performance accurately. The formulation

of the effective voltage and the active input impedance of

each element of the array is presented in this chapter. The

active input impedance is derived in terms of the mutual ad-

mittance and the applied voltages.

8-
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Consider a

trip elements.

[1 0] , can be

input terminal

of the element

array factor is also developed for a planar antenna array as

a function of the orientations of the radiators and its as-

sociated ef fective voltages.

2.2 ÀPPLIED VOLTÀGE ÀND EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE

planar antenna array with n number of micros-

Each open circuit element, according to Long

represented by a paralle1 RLC network in its
. This lumped circuit is the input impedance

when viewed from the feeding terminal.

Let ri and ui be the current and the effective vortage at
the input terminal, respectively, supplied by the source

voltage V1 at the i-th radiating element as shown in Fig. Z.

Àssume that the coupring between elements does not affect

Equivalent circuit model of a microstrip array

Vi

+ ui

Figure 2:

9



any other modes

can be rel-ated

except the

linearly [23J

operating mode.

as follows:

Thus, Íí and Ui

(2.1)

where i=1 ,2,3,'

tance between the

admittance of the

Y¡; for circularL)

chapter. In matrix

whe re

ô. .1l

Iri] = lvl5l tu¡1 (2.2)

n and tvi¡Jwhere Ili ] and tui J are column vectors of order

is an n*n square matrix.

In order to relate the applied voltage and the effective
voltage at the input terminal of the element, Ii is ex-

pressed in terms of the applied voltage Vi and the internal
resistance Ri of the i-th source as

vi uiri =
Ri

Substituting eguation 2.3 to 2.2,

and Ui is obtained as

(2.3)

an expression between Vi

Ivi J ôijl [u1i (2.4)

lUl + YíZUZ + YigU¡ + + Yinun

,h. Yij, in general, is the mutual admit-

i-th and j-th elements, and is the setf
i-th element if j=i. The derivation of

eLements will be discussed in the next

notation, eguation 2.1 becomes

Kronecker delta and is defined as

= lvtrni +

6. . is a1l

_1 t,

=. Q ,

1=l

i*j
10



with the knowledge of the source distribution the effective
vortage can be found using equation 2.4. Àlternatively, the

source distribution required for a specific radiation pat-
tern can arways be determined from its aperture field dis-
tribution or effective vortage distribution. For impedance

matching, a unit product of yiiRi ín equation 2.4 is re-
quired in order to rocate the position of the coaxial feed

on the patch. The feed locations for some of the basic mode

orders of a circurar disc for materials of different dielec-
tric constant are tabulated in Appendix A.

2.3 ÀCTI\¡E INPI'T IMPEDANCE

The active input impedance Zi of the

viewed from its feeding terminal among the

er elements is given by [23]

Uizi =
Ii

+ ô,.1-1 lv, l¡J ¿

i-th element when

existence of oth-

(2.7 )

the active input impedance can

(2.6)

where both ui and r1 are defined as in the previous section.
Express the effective vortage ui in terms of the applied
voltage v1 and the mutual admittance yij, equation 2.4 be-

comes

[uiJ = lvl rnt

Using equati

be rewritten
on 2.3 and 2.6,

AS

11



R iui
7,
"1 (2.8)

vi ui

À general expression is derived by substituting equation 2.7

to 2.8 which gives

---liiluli-l-!ii1-ll:i1
[viJ [Yi¡ni + ôij] 'lvi]

u-
"r

of a microstrip array are collected in Àppendix

ples.

(2.e)

(2.10)

By further manipulation, the active input impedance is ob-

tained and represented in terms of Vi as

n
E R. T. .V.

: .-'1 -11 lJ- |

---;----

.'l=uj(ôlj - ri.j)
J-I

where

ôijl

For maximum power transmission, it is desirable to have

the active input impedance matched to the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line. Unfortunately, it is ex-

t.remely difficult to match aIl the elements in the array
perfectJ.y due to the interactions of mutual coupling between

them. several numerical resurts on active input impedance

tr¡ J = [vt, ni +

-12
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2.4 ÀRRÀY FACTOR

For a two dimensional array

tor is given by Ma L20l as

of n elements, the array fac-

(2 .11 )

i-th element, ci
the free space

radial- direction

according to

(2 .14)

the excitation
the pattern cancellation due

mutual coupling between the

F(e,O)
n

1= I

jko(i'ii)+"1
ui"

where U1 is the amplitude excitation of the

is the associated phase excitation, ko is
wavenumber(=2r/X) and r is a unit vector in

and is given by

? = i singcos@ + t singsin4 + ¿ cosg (2.12)

where i, y, and ¿ are unit vectors along x, y, and z direc-
tion, respectively. ;i is the position vector for the i-th
element and is given by

r1=xxi +YYi

where xi and yi are the x

ment , respect ively. For

tion (oo,óo) and with the

is expressed as

The main beam might not peak

phase as specified because of

to the array geometry and the

elements.

(2.13)

and y coordinates of the i-th e1e-

the main beam to point at the posi-

elements progressively phased, ûi

ci = -jkosin0o Ixlcosóo * yisinóo]

13



2.5 ST]MMARY

On account of the coupling effect between microstrip ar-
ray elements, the effective aperture voltage of each element

is formulated in .terms of the applied voltages of all the

array patches and can be arranged in a matrix formation.

Those effective aperture voltages are mainly responsible for
the gain pattern calculation. It is possible to have the in-
put impedance of a microstrip disc to match the source in-
ternal impedance by choosing the feed point appropriately.
The active impedance of an array element is derived in terms

of the applied voltages and mutual admittance of the array

and the internal resistance of its source supply. A basic

expression of an array factor with a scanning ability is de-

veloped and used for the microstrip array.

14



Chapter III
MT]TUAL COUPLING BET9¡EEN MICROSTRIP ANTENNÀS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Mutual coupling is generated inevitably from any antenna

array. The coupring effects may produce increased side lobe

levels, main beam squint, filled or shifted nurrs, gtèting
lobes, and array blindness at some scan angres. However it
is arso possible for mutual coupring to produce an improve-

ment in side lobe levers for those cases where the coupring

causes a further tapering of the array distribution func-
tion. rt would therefore be of substantiar value to be able

to predict coupling effects on microstrip array performance.

some measured data on mutual coupring between two disk ele-
ments were published by Parks et al. l21J and Jedlicka et

it is believed to beIn microstrip antenna,

caused by the simultaneous effects of interactions through

both free space radiation and surface waves. The principre
of mutuaL coupring is established in the concept of reaction
by Harrington [17]. For simplicity, the influence of sur-
face waves is neglected in this literature. This limits the

substrate of the antenna to be of smal1 electricat thickness
and low permittivity. From a practical point of view this
limitation is not very restrictive. rndeed most microstrip

al. l22l .

15



antennas satisfy these conditions with relative permittivi-

ties of the order of 2.5 and substrate thickness up to

0.015Ào. Based on a cavity model the mutual coupling is
considered as the coupling between two current loops around

the patch surface. It is basically a function of the geome-

tric orientations ot any two radiating patches. The reaction

between two radiating apertures is formulated in-an integral
form 1241. The mutual admittance is obtained by using the

concept of reaction.

also developed.

The expression of self admittance is

3.2 MtJIruÀL COUPLING BETT{EEN TWO RÀDIÀTING ÀPERIT'RES

Consider a circular element of arbitrary radius backed by

the substrate and rested on a ground p1ane. It is believed

that for the substrate thickness much less than half a v¡av-

elength (h<<)\/2), only transverse magnetic f ields exist under

the patch metallization. Wit.h no z variation, the E, compo-

nent, expressed in modal-expansion, and the corresponding

magnetic components are given by

E7 = EE ÀnmJn(knmp)cosnp
nm

1

Hp = ;-- I,1, AnmknmJ;(kn*O)cosnp
)au nm

1

Hp = .--- EI nÀn*Jn(kn,nR)sinnd
)app nm

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

16
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where D=0,1,2,' is the number of the periodicity in the O

di rect ion r ffi= 1 ,2,3 t i s the number of zeros of the f ield
in radial direction, Anm is the mode coefficient and kn* ís
the wave number, t=tlottç and ls is the relative permeability

of the substrate, Jå(knmp) is the first derivative of the

BesseI f unction J¡ ( k¡¡¡p) of order n v¡ith respect to its ar-
gument.

In a cavity model, the metallic patch serves as an elec-
tric waII and does not radiate energy. Radiation is assumed

to take pJ-ace on the aperture I as shown in Fig. 3, due to

the fringing fieId. The surface rnagnetic current distribu-
tion on the aperture surface can be found as

M = 2nxn

=OZA,

where ñ is the unit
tor 2 in eguation

ground plane.

hT
.L

ground
plane

Radiative uOuralrr"

(3.2)

vector normal to the aperture. The fac-
3.2 is due Lo the image effect of the

metallic
patch

Radiative
aperture

Figure 3:
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Since the substrate

sonable to assume the

to be constant on the

current is then given

rm

z}j.Ez

I n cartes ian coordinate, the magnetic current becomes

thickness is so thin that it is rea-

surface magnetic current distribution
aperture of width h and the magnetic

by

hM

a

Consider a magnetic current of radius p=a and centered at
(xi,yi,0) as shown in Fig. 4, the electric vector potential,
generated by the magnetic current, observed from an arbi-
trary observation point P(x',y' ,z'), is given by

rmx

r*y

dFy '

dF= '

-z}:,uzs i np

2hErcosQ

€o -jkor _ jko;';'
e J Jm(r')e dr'

4rr v

€o -jkorr
e l¡*ad4

4rr t

€o - jkor r

. --- e l¡¡yadd
4rr t

0

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

(3.aa)

(3.4b)

(3.4c)

rttl =

dF* '

where t t2 = [ (x'-acosd-xi ) t*(y'-asin@-y. )2+z'2f is the dis-
tance from the 'current source to the observation point and

J*{r' ) is the magnetic current distribution. The electric
field ae experienced at the observaLion point can readily be

18



Figure 4z A magnetic ring current
circular disc

P(x' ,y' ,z')

modelling of a microstrip

vL
(xt ryt r0)

i-th eLement

(xi,yj,o)

+)rm

j -tf, element

(x,y,o)

(*i ,Y; ,0)

-LIm

A schematic diagram
current ring

of two co-planar magneticFigure 5:
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obtained from

1_
dE = -- VxdF

€0

which gives

dE*t =

dEy' =

dE"t =

I*yadd -jkor r

e (1+jkqr1)z'
4zrr 1 

3

I**ad4 -j kor r

e (1+jksr1)z'
4rr 13

l*ad4 -jkor r

e (1+jkorr ) (x'cos4+y'
4tr 13

If the observation point P Iies along another magnetic

current source Iocated at (x¡,V¡,0) with radius b illustrat-
ed as in Fig. 5, the azimuthal component of the magnetic

field at any point along the j-th element aperture can be

eval-uated at z'=0 f rom the Maxwell-'s equation as f ollows:

1 I¡ad9 -jkorr
=g

=Q jrp 4rr 13

=

[rrind(1+¡kor,)

(3.5a)

(3.sb)

sin@-a) (3.5c)

r ]2-j3korr-3

(3.5

dH* '
z

dHy '
z

(x' cosO+y' sin{-a ) (y' -acosó)+ ------ .- ---- --;- 
--- ( { ko r

L1

)l

a)

)l

b)

1 l¡ad@ -j ko r I

e
jru 4rr 13 [t"ord( 1+ikor r )

20
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where x'=bcos@'+x¡ , y'=bsin4'+y. .

the magnetic field component is

-2rH;' = t=o dHø'

dH4' = -dHx' sind' + dHy'cos@'

The total magnetic field experienced by

induced by the i-th element is

In cylindrical coordinate,

expressed as

(3.7)

the j-th element and

(3.8)

1

reaction on the

-th one is de-

Àppling the

edge of the

f ined by

1

<i,j>
2

concept of reaction 1171, the

j-th current source due to the

The integration is
j-th element with

aperture surface,

ds

taken over S

the assumption

and ds=hbdd'.

, the aperture area
l-that H;' is constant

Hence

= I!
S

Ér:'ü: (3:e)

the

the

of

on

2r
<i, i> = -2hb I

0

j abh tErEb
<i, j> =

Zrkono

where

2r
J cosnócosnO'F( r j t ó, ó' )ðçdq'

Hå, d0'".j"z (3.10)

.i

where E; is the E7 component under the patch region of the
j-th element of radius b. Further manipulation gives

J

0

-21
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F(rr,Q,ó') =

1 -jkorr
e

rr3 l rr,*jkor r )cos ( ø-ø' )

Ea

Ep

'{(rorr)2-j3kor,-3} 
]

ÀnmJn ( k¡1¡¡a )

AnmJn ( knmb )

(3 .12a)

(3.12b)

(3 .12c)

i-th element

any operating

patches with

The expression <i,j> gives the reaction of the

on the j-th element of arbitrary radii under

mode of interest. For two identical circular
radius a, equation 3.11 becomes

ja th'Eu' 2r
<i,j> = -------- I I cosnOcosnO'F(r 1 tó,d' )dddp'

2rkoqo 0

where r r becomes

(3.13)

rt2 = (x'-x)2*(y'-y)2

= (acosp' +x¡ -acosø-xi ) 2+ (asind ' +yj sinp-yi ) 2 (3.14)

( x'cos@+y'sin ö-a) [y's iDó'+x'cosd'-acos ( d' -ô)]
-2Àl
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vrhere Yl ; is the mutual admittance of patch i on j. Ea andrJ
Eg are the ampritude of the aperture electric fields of the

i-th and j-th patches, respectively, which were defined in
equation 3.12. The stationary expression for the mutual waII

admittance can be defined as[23]

3 . 3 MIITUÀL ÀDMI TTÀNCE

The coupling between two

admittance in this section.

with constant electric and

ture can be expressed as

<i, i> = 2 I eiHij a=

2zrahE¿H.g

2 zrahE¿E6Y i 5

--Il:ll--
2 zahEuEg

The stationary expression for
the f orm

<i, j>
\/. . =*11 : 'zulul

-hEi

-hE 
j-

d

which Uj and Uj.ru the effective voltages

minai of patch i and j, respectively.

patches is represented as mutual

The reaction of patch a on b

magnetic component on the aper-

(3.1s)

(3.16)

the mutual admittance takes

(3.17)

at the input ter-

(3.18a)

(3.18b)

Yl . =1J

ul
I,

U]
d

-23



where nl=an,nJn ( kn*c )

feed positionS of the

Hence , the relat i on

the mutual admittance

and El=A¡¡¡J¡(kn,nd) wi

i-th and j-th patches,

between the mutual wa11

is

thcand dthe
respectrvely.

admittance and

It can be

that of j

:1 iólluil
h J,î( knrc )

shown that
on i as the

vL-11V.=-rl (3.1e)

the reaction of i on j is the same as

reciprocity hoIds. That implies

Yij = Yji ( 3.20 )

Fig. 6 illustrates the variation of the mutual admittance

between two identical circul-ar disc,' arranged in different
orientations, âs their separation is varied. The character-

istics of the mutual admittance, normalized to the self wall

conductance of the patch at resonance, exhibit good agree-

ment with Bhattacharyya L241. They are similar to the char-

acteristics of a damped oscillation. The closer the patches,

the greater their mutual coupling. It decays as the separa-

tion between the patches increases. It is apparent that

coupling effect is contributed largely by the E-plane ar-

rangement (Fíg. 6a) rather than the H-p1ane configuration
(nig. 6b). Unfortunately, a minimum mutual conductance val-

ue correlates to a slightly off value of maximum mutual

susceptance and vice versa, it is unlikely to resolve an op-

timized position where mutual coupling is ineffective.
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3.4 SELF ADMITTÀNCE

The self admittance Yii of a microstrip disc can be de-

termined from the mutual admittance expression in eguation

3.1 5 by writing j=i with xi =yi =0. However the evaluation of

the integral results with a singularity whenever ó=ó'. This

is due to the assumption of Èhe infinitely thin line current

source where, in reality, it should be a surface current

source with width h. The self wall conductance is obtained

after removing the singularity by finding the limit at A'

using the L'Hospital's rule. I t is given by equation 3.21

and its characteristic, normalized to the product of the

patch radius and the thickness of the substrate, is plotted

against the operating frequency as shown in Fig. 7.

ah 2r
Ga = --:---- ll cosndcosnO'G( Ê 1,Q,ø')d@dd'

2rzkono 0

where

(3 .21)

1

G(rr,Q,Q') = --;
fr- Ir

0-Ô'
1+cos2(----) ][sin(korr )-koFrcos(korr ) ]

2

ko 2r r 2sin, f-!'-) sin ( kor
2

(3.22a), )]

a-ô'
2asin(----)

2
rl
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Figure 7z Normalized self wall conductance of a microstrip
disc versus its operating frequency

Since the singularity of the self susceptance is irremov-

able, it has to be calculated separately. For simplicity, it
is assumed that the total energy stored between the disc

and the ground plane is a combination of the energy under

the patch metallization (pSa) and the energy stored in the

fringing fields (a.<oca ) . The effective radius âe of a cir-
cular disc is given by Chew and Kong [15] as

âe2 = a2(1+a)

where

2h r a
^ - l-a ¡rn(--)+1.41Íera L 2h

.6s )]

(3.23)

h
er+1.77+- (0.268er+1

d.
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V'Ez + k128..= japJz (3.2s)

where kr is the wavenumber in the dielectric substrate and

er is the relative permittivitlz of the dielectric material.

Jz is the z-directed electric current density and for a

probe fed antenna, it is given by

The total stored

model theory. The

taIl izat ion takes

energy can be

wave equation

on the form

estimated using the cavity

in z direction under the me-

(3.26)

(3 .27 )

notations in

3.2. Substi-

expression in

of the Fouri-

can be writ-

where Io is the total current supplied by the feed probe 1o-

cated at p=c.and Q=ôo. The electric componenL Ez is expanded

as a summation of orthogonal eigenfunctions as in equation

3.1 a. Thus

o(p_c)
Jz = rs------ô(d-óo)

c

Ez = EE ÀnmJn ( kn,¡c ) cosn 4
nm

with the boundary condition Ji ( k¡¡as ) =0. The

equation 3.27 are the same as those in section

tute equation 3.27 into 3.25 and solve the

cylindrical coordinate by using the properties

er BesseI differential equation, equation 3.25

ten as

EE Ànm(kt 2-knrt)Jn (knmp)cosnO = jauJz
nm

-28
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The mode

er-BesseI

equa t i on

coefficient Ànm can

integration on the

3 -28. Thus

be extracted by taking a Fouri-

patch surface on both sides of

(3.2e)

Subject to the boundary condi-

for eguation 3.29 becomes

2r ao
jr¿p! !' J",ln(kn¡R)cosn Qpdpðó

00
l-nnm

âg
on(k, 2-kn*,) J Jn (kn* p) pdp

0

where on=1 for n*0 and oo=2.

tion, the analytical solution

j2ko4o r oJ¡ ( kn*c ) cosn4e
Àntn (3.30)

onr(ko 2-nn*z I 
[r

À general expression

tablished for different

that when the operating

mode, k r '-knm 
t=0. The

that resonant mode will

The cavity is no longer a

put impedance seen by the

n2 r ,-

--l lasrn(
( k,-,,oau ) 2J L

n
I

k¡¡as ) |I

negligibly sma11. E2 can thus be approximated as

Ez(e,O) = ÀnmJn(knmp)cosnó

of the mode coefficient is thus es-

operating mode. It is understood

frequency is close to any resonant

term containing Ànm corresponds to

be dominant and other terms will be

(s.31)

radiator, but a resonator. The in-
feed can be represented by

29
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Use the re sul- t

equation 3.31

tained to be

in equat ion 3. 30

and then 3.32,

and have it substituted into

the self susceptance is ob-

ro¡(kr 2-knm')u"'

2auh
- ---l'----l l-

( kn*a" ¡ 'J L

Jn(kn*a") l'_____:_:_ I (3.33)
Jn(knmc) r['

Since the cavity is assumed to be an ideal resonator, no en-

ergy is dissipated and, therefore, the input irnpedance is

purely imaginary. The resonant frequency of the resonator is
given by

cxnm
= (3.34)

Zra" {Ç
Eto

where Xnm is the

function of order

space.

The self wall

from the electric
the fringe of the

where

m-th zero of the derivative
n and c is the velocity of

of the Bessel

Iight in free

2,.,(w!m - *f,t)
Ba=

'1

l le?*l'ds2s

susceptance for each mode

twltl and masnetic twfl*l

disk [25] and is given by

can be evaluated

stored energy in

(3.3s)

-- nmW=
e

e

I - lel*lt dv
Av4o

30

( 3.36a )



with E:*, H1*, and Hlm are given by equation 3.1. The termzpa
Qv=pQpdgdz covers the entire fringing volume and ds=pd¡dz

includes the whole aperture surface. Since the radius exten-

sion due to the fringing field is so small that it is rea-

sonable to assume the tangential electric and magnetic

fiel-ds to be constant at the region a<p<ae. Substituting

equation 3.36 to 3.35, the self wall susceptance becomes

*il*= L"; (lH;*1, + lH|*¡,r dv

<¿z.hIuln=ul2 u{lHp¿12 + lH6¿lr} tl"oaol
Ba=

zrah le=. I 
2

where

Eza = ÀnmJn ( kn*a )

An*k,
H O. = -'lt-!T¡; ( xn*a )

)QP

An*n
Hpu = l.=-Jn ( k¡r¡a )

)údPa

(3.36b)

( 3.37 )

(3.38a )

(3.38b)

( 3.38c )

(3.3e)

Further simplification gives

n2 k"n!.¡å2(kn*a) (as2-a2)

d Jñ2 ( knma ) 2k64ea

Hence, the self waII (boundary) admittance is

Ya=Ga+jBa

in equation 3.21.

31
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3.5 sutrtuÀRY

À microstrip radiating aperture is modelred by a magnetic

current ring with its current induced by, a longitudinal
electric field inside the microstrip substrate. The electric
fierd 82, expanded in modal-expansion, is assumed to be t.he

sole electric component under the patch. Reaction between

any two magnetic current rings of arbitrary dimensions is
deduced and their mutual admittance can be evaluated by ap-
prying the reaction concept. rt has been shown that E-plane

coupling produces a greater influence on the microstrip ar-
ray than the H-prane coupling. The self admittance, bears a

movable singularity, can also be obtained from the reaction
expression. The self susceptance can be found by treating
the microstrip disc as an idear resonator with an extended

radius to incorporate Èhe fringing field.
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Chapter IV

RÀDIÀTION PÀTTERN OF MICROSTRIP ÀRRÀY

4.1 INTRODUCTION

MutuaI coupling between radiating elements in microstrip
arrays results in both distortion of the element radiation
and errors +n the element .f.eeding voltages. In scanned ar-
rays, these effects are scan angle sensitive. The.signifi-

cance of the influence depends on the array geometry and its
application. Nevertheless, the radiation pattern of a mi-

crostrip array accounts on the radiating apertures of each

element. It may be obtained from various assumed current

conditions and distributions along the antenna structure

t16l . Due to the f inite ',ridth of the radiating aperture,

both electric and magnetic current,s are assumed on the aper-

ture. The aperture extends from the top patch to the bottom

ground plane and encircles the patch around the circumfer-

ence with a width h which is the depth of the substrate.

With the existence of both types of sources Lhe resultant
field is a superposition of that produced by the electric
source and magnetic source separately. When the knowledge of

the electric and magnetic currents is known, the magnetic

and electric vector potentials can be derived 116,171. The

eLectric tar field can be written in terms of the electric
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and magnetic vec

clear, âI1 other

tor potentials. Once the f

antenna parameters may be

ield radiation is

readily obtained.

4.2 RÀDIÀTION PÀTTERN OF À SINGLE CIRCI'LÀR PÀTCH

The total array pattern is the product of the element

pattern and the array factor. The expression of the array

factor was derived in section 2.4. The element pattern will
be formulated in this section.

It is understood that radiation of a microstrip antenna

is primarily due to the effect of fringing fields. These

fringing fierds induce both the magnetic and electric cur-
rents on the aperture at p=à. The far fierd radiation can be

determined subject to the knowredge of those induced cur-
rents. Àssume that onry the TMnm mode can be-hord.inside the

microstrip cavity, the electric f ield on the aperture sur-
face is given by [23]

Ez = E¿cosn@ (4.1)

magnetic field on thewhere Ea

ape r t ure

=ÀnmJn(kn*a).

will thus be

The tangential

Hq = -Y¿E¿cosnd

r+here Ya is the self
ture and has derived

wa11 admittance

earlier in eguat

(4.2)

the radiating aper-

3.40.

of

ion
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If the dielectric material is assumed to be isotropic,

homogeneous, and lossIess, and the conductivities of the mi-

crostrip conductor and ground plane are infinite, the sur-

face currents can be written in terms of tangential electric
and magnetic fields as

where õ, O, anC ¿ are the unit vectors along the pt ö, and z

directions, respectively. ñ is the unit normal to the aper-

ture surface. The factor 2 accounts for the image with re-

spect to the ground plane. Practical ground planes are usu-

ally several wavelengths in dimension so that the assumption

of an infinite ground plane is justified for calculating the

far field patterns. However for angles near the ground

plane, edge diffraction effects should be considered.

The derivations of the magnetic and electric vector po-

tentials are presented in. Àppendix C and they are, respec-

tively, given by

K=2nxH=

=¿ZHA

ú=2exñ=

= O2Ez

2 p*O UO

¿ zxp Ez

h2ru -jkor
À=---e

4¡tr

€ -jkor
F=e

4rr

jkeasingcos(O'-ó)

jk6asindcos(O'-ø)

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

ad0dz (a.4a)II K
00

(ø')e

2r
ú(o')"

h
II
00

?q

adódz (4.4b)



For.convenience in f.ar f ield calculation, equation 4.4 is

transformed from cylindrical Lo spheríca1 coordinates with

the help of the following transformation relation.

.Tl

L0

tô

sin0cos(ó'-O)

cosgcos( d'-ø)
sin(ó'-ó)

-singsin (O'-0)

-cosgsin (ô'-A)

cos ( O' -ø)

ñ,p,

Td'

îz'

(4.s)

are then

cos I

-s in0

0

The transverse components

determined as

of the vector potent ial

tahY.Eu -jkor
A6 = ----I-Ie sin'

2nr

a-^AøU

ahesEa -jkor 2r
îg = ------e cos0 J sin ( O'-d)G (0 , O, A' ) dd'

2rr 0

ahe eEu -j ko r
F4 = ------e

¿Trr

2r
G(0,ô,ô') dd'

2r
cos( o' -a)c(e,ô,e' ) do'

I
0

(a.6a)

(4.6b)

(a.6c)

(4.6d)I
0

where

jkoasin0cos(ø'-ø)
G(e,Q,ó') = cosn@'e

By means of superposition, the

field or the element pattern can

total radiated electric far

be deduced as

Eg

EÔ

àt-0 +

ê
Els r"ø

çfiì"0
¿. flìÐ,

a

- jrAe

-jrLa

jrn o Fo

jo,noF o

(4.7 a)

(4.7b)
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After performing the

tions, the analytical
tained as follows:

mathematics involved in the above equa-

sdLution of the element pattern is ob-

L0

-mL0

oo

-moa

r t- j 2noYaJ¡ (x) s in 9J cosn4

z [,:n*1 (x) -,:n-1 (x)J cosno

0

7 [Jn+1 (x) +;n-1 (x) I cosgsinn@

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

(4.8c)

(4.8d)

where

koah -jker n

7= (----)e jEa
¿t

X = ksasinO

and E¿ -1 as the excitation coeff icients
incorporated in the array factor.

have already been

4.3 RÀDIÀTION PÀTTERN or À MICRoSTRIP ÀNTENNÀ ARRÀY

Microstrip arrays are ideally suited to many applications
reguiring narrow bandwidth (a few percent at the most), low

power,and extreme lightweight or conformality. A linear ar-
ray can be constructed easily for various applications and

as well as a two dimensional array if sufficient area is
available. À hexagonal array consists of seven circular mi-

crostrips is studied in this section. Both linear and circu-
Iar polarizations wilI be discussed in terms of the direc-
tive gain of the array.
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4.3.1 Power qain calculation

In order to determine the gain, the total radiated power

of the array must be computed in advance. Power radiates

through the aperture surface according to its own generated

currents and also through its interactions with other anten-

nas due to mutual coupl ing. The average poÌder radiated by an

antenna is given by

Þ='av ReaL(!:xH /'ds (4.e)

where the integration is over the radiating surface. The no-

tation * represents the conjugate value of the component.

If E: is the aperture electric field for the i-th element,z

the average power radiated by the patch will be 123)

'1

ç
2s

1

P. = -,2
h

JJ
00

2r
neal [E] x (njTE.Hàr )*l .ds

)fL

<1r J>
------;-î-

2rahn)Q

(4.10)

(4.11)

where Hi is the self magnetic field ana nij is the magneticoe
field produced by Èhe j-th source experienced by the i-th
aperture. These magnetic and erectric fields are rerated by

means of their mutual reaction, a previously derived circui-
tal parameter, and can be written as

"ä' 
=

"î¡ "j
where

YT. =1l 'Lj--.:
E)
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as given by equation 3.16. The povrer radiated by the i-th
eLement can thus be expressed in terms of the circuit param-

eters subject to the circuiL model in chapter rrr. By writ-
ing equation 4.10 in terms of eguation 4.11 and 4.12, and

performing the integration over the aperture surface
ds=adodz, it can be found that

D.t1 = z'ah Real reå t l- 
"r="i il= |

)"1 (4.13)

n
E P.

J.

l= I

(4.1s)

where ul="å. under an impedance rnatched case with no reflec-
tion, Yii=Gii and is real. Equation 4.13 becomes

Pi = zrah ReaI j )* l (4.1 4)

The total power radiated by the array will be

IeitniciiT;.ur""i
J *1

Pt=

The average power radiated per unit area is

Pt
E = ----- 4rr2

(4.16)

where r is the distance from the reference origin to the ob-

servation point. The far fierd radiating power per unit area

by the array can also be expressed as

lEol,*leplt
Parray 120 r
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Hence the gain of the array with respect

diator becomes

Par rayG(0,ô) =
Pr

Alternatively, the total array power can

by integrating the field pattern over the

surface which is

1

= - f (le6lr*lEølr)trsingdod@
4s

À comparison of the total radiated power

the two methods is tabulated in Table 1

array (page 49, er=2.32, h=1.59mm, TMr r )

zation with mutual coupling included.

P

to an isotropic ra-

(4.18)

al-so be calculated

upþer hemispheric

(4.1e)

( in r¡att )

for a seven

in circular

between

element

polari-

Element
spac i ng

(À)

Phase
excitation

0o Qo

Circuital
parameter
techn ique

Field
pattern
method

Di f ference
percen tage

(%)

0.65

0.6s

0.6s

0.70

0.70

0.70

00

450

700

0o

450

700

00

27 00

27 00

00

27 00

27 00

0.08104

0. 13080

0.13270

0.09000

0. 13660

0.13650

0.08255

0.16470

0.1 15s0

0.09370

0.1 5450

0.1 1058

1.83

20.s8

-14.89

3.95

11 .54

_')') tr ?1J . JJ

À comparison

TÀBLE 1

of pov¡er P¡ f rom two
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The percentage difference between the two methods is ob-

tained with rusp.tt to the field pattern integration. In

generaJ., the field pattern integration is considered to be

most involved in calculating the radiated pov¡er. Both meth-

ods agree with each other closely in the case of no scan-

ning. The difference between them might due to the excita-
tion of higher order modes and the circuit mismatch caused

by the mutual coupling through scanning.

4.3.2 Gain in circular polarization

In transmission between mobile antennas such as those of

missiles or satellites, the orientation cannot be controlled

in some cases and the maximum polarization loss must be used

in the link analysis. In order to avoid the loss due to po-

larization mismatch, circular polarized antennas are used in

these cases. Circular polarization can be obtained by two

orthogonal excitations in phase quadrature.

Two feeds are now considered to

Q=90o with a phase difference of 90

f ield components are Eà, Eb, and 820,

field pattern are found to be

f ( 0 )cosnd

g(0)sinnp

jf.(e)sinn4

-jg( g)cosn4

Eå

E1
o

ø2"e
E?

a

be located
o and the i
Eâ, respect

at d=0 
o and

r assoc iated

ive1y. These

(4.20a)

(4.20b)

(a.20c)

(4.20d)

where
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f.(0) = E0
:g(o) = Eo

and both Eg and

pattern is the

feeds. They are

Es=Eà

Ea = Eb

E, are described

summation of the

given by

f(9)e

= -jg(0)e

in equation 4.7 .

field patterns

The total
due to both

Ere

¡2
a

jø

jø

(4.21a)

(4.21b)

Taking the right-hand and left-hand polarizations as the co-

polar and cross-poIar components, Fêspectively, and hence

Eco = A(0,e) ( 4.22a)

E* = B(0,e) (4.22b)

where the amplitude of A(e,ø)

following equations lZgl :

and B(e,ø) are given by the

zla( 0,q)lz = { lf(0) l'*lg(e) l'*21 f(0) | lg(e) | lsin(et-eg) I }

(4.23a)

zln(0,ç)lz = tlf(0) lt*lg(e) l,-zl f(0) | lg(a) I lsin(er-og) IÌ
(4.23b)

with both 0f and 0g being the phase angles of f(9) and g(0),

respectively. The gain pattern for co-polar and cross-polar

componen.ts with respect to isotropic radiation are

¡!:t'- 1

r ã--lõ- IL 2l
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G.o( e , O)

4rr2la(o,A)12

120r'2P,

!::'_!'_!2:!_!'_
120r'2P,

c*(e , ô)

(4.24a)

(4.24b)

the tv¡o feed volt-

power.

ZPt is used in equation 4.24 accounts

ages, each of which radiates Pt amount

for

of

4.4 NI'MERICA,L REST'LTS ÀND DISCUSSIONS

4.4.1 Radiation pattern of a seven element arrav

À seven element array arranged in a hexagonal shape, âs

shown in Fig. 8, is under investigation. Results on radia-
tion pattern, as shown in Fig.9 to 12, are produced in both

linear and circular polarizations. They are obtained with

the element separation and the dielectric constant of the

substrate as parameters. The array is designed to operate at

0.832GH2 and at a substrate depth of i .59mm ( 0.00441 À) . The

pattern is observed at d=00 plane and scanned at 0o=45o or

0o=70o and do=Oo. Those results are by no means to include

all the details of the hexagonal arrâ!r instead they reflect
a general behavior of the array and serve as a design refer-
ence. For different design intereSts, both TMr I and TMzr are

reported.

With each element fed by a single probe, Fig. 9 and 10

illustrate the E-p1ane pattern in linear polarízation. Fig.
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1 1 and 12 give the gain pattern in circular polarízation

where each array element is fed by two feed placed at d=0o,

and 90o with a 90o phase difference. The pattern of symme-

try has verified for the unscanned array. Àpparently, the

seven element array is capable of producing a gain of more

than 10 dB. The following discussion will be on how the ele-
ment spacing and the dielectric constant of the substrate

affect the overall pattern.

Element spacing: The Iarger the spacing, the lesser the

coupling effect. This is verified by varying the element

distance from 0.55À to 0.7À as shown from Fig. 9 to 12. with

a spacing of 0.55À or beyond, the main beam changes slightly
due to mutual coupling. Although mutual coupling often re-

duces the gain, as shown in Fig. 9 and 11 at a spacing of

0.55X, it is not so in the case where the spacing is 0.7À.

In fact, the gain of the array is enhanced under the influ-
ence of mutual coupling. The ratio between the amplitudes of

the grating lobe and the main lobe increases directly with

the extension of the spacing. In both polarization cases,

scanning the array away from the broadside shifts the main

beam and its side lobes towards the endfire direci:ion. In

the mean time, the ampJ-itude of the main beam drops drasti-
ca1ly with the increase of the scan angle 0o.

Dielectric constant: The lower the dielectric constant is
used, the higher the gain is produced. In addition, the main

beam moves towards the broadside as the dielectric constant
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decreases. Not much discrepancy can be found between the

coupled and the uncoupled patterns at er=2.32 and 2.6. Nev-

ertheless, it is apparent that mutual coupling plays an im-

portant rol-e for low values of er where the gain is much re-

duced and the grating lobe is incredibly high.

Scanning the beam'of the array to d=0o, the pattern, âs

shown in Fig. 13 and 14, are observed at different p-plane.

Fig. 13d and 14d provided variations between the gain and

the azimuthal angle (0o<4s180o). with the beam of the array

maxi.mized at d=300 at TMr r mode, Tab1e 2 gives a brief ac-

count on how the gain(G) and its peak angle(9) varies with

the changing of the element spacing and the excitation an-

gles.

Phase
excitation

0o

Element spacing

0.5sÀ 0.50r 0.70t

300

600

700

G=14.426dP,
0=0o

G=1 3.662d8
0=25o

G=12.036d8
0=42'o

G=1 1.465d8
g=45o

G=14.902d8
0=0 o

G=14.173d8
0=25o

G=1 1 .823d8
0=43o

G='1 1.052d8
0=47 o

G=15.940d8
9=0 o

G=14.780d8
0=25o

G=11 .217A8
0=45o

G=10 .27sdF
g=50o

TÀBLE 2

Gain of a progressively phased array,

45

beam at d=300



Those patterns exhibit good and low cross-polarization
especially at the main beam position. The maximum cross-po-

larized component is Iocated at 0=90o. It varies inversely

with the element spacing but directly with the scan angle

0o. Lower the dielectric consLant of the substrate reduces

the cross-polarized component. Às long as the array is'not
operated at or near the endfire direction, the circular po-

larization performance of the array is promising.

4.4.2 ¡andwidth and return loss

-A resonated microstrip patch is usually designed to

produce an input impedance to match with the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line (standard is 50O). It is

always desirable to operate the patch at its resonant fre-
quency in order to obtain a maximum povrer radiation. Às a

matter of fact, operating the antenna at a non-resonated

stage creates an impedance mismatch problem between the an-

tenna and the transmission line. Power reflection occurs

and its severeness depends on the extent of the unsuitable

match. The reflection coefficient and the return loss are

def ined as

z¡ zo
|-=

Za + Zo
(4.25)

= 20loglelfl
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where ZA is the input impedance of the pat.ch. Numerical re-

sults are produced for the first three fundamental modes

with a resonant frequency of 0.832GH2. Variations of the op-

erating frequency, the power gain, the input impedance and

the return loss are tabulated in Àppendix D with the subs-

trate thickness and its dielectric constant as parameters.

ff. the frequency bandwidth is defined to be the differ-
ence of the normalized frequencies which produce the same

amount of return loss, the following results are observed:

31:
BWr

BWz

(4.27 )

(4.28)
BWr

hz

hr

where BWr is the

its substrate thic
relationship holds

thus be increased

or increasing its

bandwidth of the antenna corresponding to

kness hr añd permittivity €rr. The same

for BWz, hz, and erz. The bandwidth can

by decreasing the substrate permittivity

thickness.

4.5 SttìrMÀRY

Based on a cavity modaJ--expansion model, the induced

el-ectric and magnetic sources are expressed in terms of the

hypothetical magnetic and electric components, respectively.

They are used to calculate the corresponding vector poten-

tials where these potenlials are responsible for deriving

:I]
erz
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the.far field pattern. The total radiated power by the array

can be evaluated by performing a surface integration of the

surface current around the radiating aperture. It can al-so

be found by integrating over the upper hemispheric surface

with respect to the poynting vector. Both results agree to

each other very closely. Expressions of the gain on linear
and circular polarizations are established. Fina'Iiy, some

results on the gain pattern of a seven element array are

presented. MutuaI coupling does not affect the overall pat-

tern significantly when the element spacing is 0.55I or be-

yond. Gain is not always degenerated by the mutual coupJ-ing,

but enhanced sometimes. Increasing the spaci.ng also in-
creases the grating lobe relatively. The array gives a good

circular polarization pattern except at the endfire direc-
tion (0=90o) where the maximum cross-polarized component oc-

curs. Increasing the substrate thickness or decreasing the

dielectric constant would improve the bandwidth of the mi-

crostrip antenna.
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Figure 8: À seven element array in hexgonal shape
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Chapter V

MT'LTILÀYER MICROSTRIP ANTENNÀ

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Despite those distinct advantages such as thin profile,
compactness, and Iow cost that microstrip antenna possesses,

shortgomings including Iimited bandwidth, Iow gain, and poor

efficiency have created problems for investigators to strive
for improvement. Various microstrip structures are proposed

and deployed according to various specific applications and

performance. Àmong them, multilayer microstrip antenna is
one of the recent developed technique. It has been found

that by stacking layers of microstrip disc with dielectric
substrate in between as support can increase the bandwidth

range 1271. Since the disc of different leveIs resonate at
different frequency, the stacked structure can be utilized
for multiple frequency application t28l where the operation

of two or more discrete bands is required. In this chapter,

the stacked elements are designed to response at a particu-
lar frequency but in different resonant modes. The total ra-
diated power of a singre multi-rayer microstrip is derived

for normaLization purpose. À two-layer stacked microstrip,
operated at TMr r and TMzr modes, is studied thoroughly. A

Iinear vertical array and a planar array of the stacked mi-

crostrip. are discussed and cited as examples.
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5.2 POWER CÀLCTJIÀTIONS

For a multi-layered microstrip antenna, the upper element

radiates with respect to its counterpart at a lower level as

its ground plane. The eff'ect of those f inite ground plane

are assumed to be minimal. Each disc radiates independently

and coupling between different apertures is neglected. Con-

sider a stacked rnicrostrip antenna with n layers, the total
radiated power generated by the antenna can be calculated by

taking a closed surface integral over the poynting vector

and is given by

1

't
¿

á(nxH* ) 'ds
J

(s.1)

( 5.2a )

(s.2b)

(5.3a)

(s.3b)

where

n
E=I

L= I

+a _1,oô)

+øHlln
H=Ð

r= I

te ei
a

tã H|

and aË=ir2singd0dd. Eå, ELô, Hå, and n| are the electric and

magnetic field components generated by the i-th layer of the

n layered microstrip antenna. The superscript * is the con-

jugate vafue of the referred field parameter. In terms of

the intrinsic impedance of free space, the electric and mag-

netic components can be expressed as

E'1"e
-iL

a

4 oHä

4OHä
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Substituting equat

ated power can be

ion 5.2 and 5.3

obtained as

into 5.1, the total radi-

(5.4)
n

lr
l--

n

lr
i=1

P=t
1

II
2no "ål'+ tl'ol, 

] as

Equation 5.4 is used as a power normalization factor in the

gain pattern calculation. It can be generalized to the

stacked microstrip array with the array factor incorporated

into the electric components.

5.3 T!{O-LÀYER STÀCKED MICROSTRIP ÀNTENNA

For a fixed operating frequency, the patch radius varies

directly with its resonant mode. The higher the resonant

mode, the larger the patch radius. It is necessary to place

the small patch on top of the large patch to ensure that a

ground plane is always available with respect to the upper

patch and also eliminates the obstruction of the radiating
waves due to the patch.

A fundamental approach to the stacked microstrip antenna

starts with a t\.ro-layered structure. It is designed to reso-

nate at TMrr and TM21 modes. Each patch is fed by a coaxial

cable with a pre-calculated .feed location for impedance

matching. Since the substrate thickness is much smaller

than the waveJ.ength, the outgoing waves are assumed to be in
phase. Àlternatives can be made on the magnitude sel-ection
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of the two voltage feeds which in turn controls the radia-

tion pattern of the stacked structure. It is because of the

combination that a scanning effect, as shown in Fig. 15 re-

corded at Ô=900 plane, is produced. Keeping the excitation
of the TMr r mode as unity (rig. 15a and 15b) , raising the

TMz r voltage steepens the main beam and lowers the side

lobe. Increasing the TMrr voltage but leaving the TMzr volt-
age at its extremum (nig. 15c and 15d), however, enhances

the main beam and reduces the side lobe. It is found that a

ratio of 1:0.9 between the TMr r and TMzr modes gives the

best pattern composed of a relatively sharp main beam and

low side lobe. À maximum gain is located at Q=900 plane with

a gain of 7.797d8 at 9=-31o (9=310 if observed at ô=270o

plane). It is an increase of 0.55 dB over a single patch op-

erated at TMr r mode.. Maximum cross-polarization level- occurs

at 0=-900 at ô=2700 with a magnitude of -0.527d8.

Due to the operation of mixed resonant modes (TMr I and

TMzr), the overall- radiation pattern of the structure is O-

dependent. Fig. 1 6 illustrating the @-dependence of

stacked antenna by observing the pattern at different A-

plane with unity voJ-tages on both feed. The gain shrinks

along the ó-direction when the observation plane moves avray

from the Q=270o plane.

In practice, âÍr identical patch, not connected by any

feed, is placed on top of the radiating patch leaving an

air-gap of depth H in between in order to increase the band-
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width. The insertion of the air-gap deteriorates the pattern

because the wave radiated from the aperture cannot be as-

sumed in phase. The degree of distortion depends on the size

of the gap. Fig. 17a to 17c indicate the variations between

the radiation pattern and the air-gap when the gap síze var-

ies from 0.05À to 0.15À. The pattern formulations including

the air-gaþ are given by

Eo =

Eo=

1+

1+

1e

1e

ç1"e

ç1
"Q

¡2"e

ç2"ô

j keHcos0

jkeHcos0

(5.5a)

(s.sb)

where ,à' , ub' , and 
"'0' 

, u'O' are the radiated f ar f ields of

the TMr I and TMzr elements, respectively. They are defined

in equation 4.7 and 4.8. Remedy can be made by feeding the

top patch, responsible for TMr r mode, with a phase differ-

ence of 0' relative to the feed of the lower patch where 0'

is defined as

0'= ksHcos0n (s.6)

where ko(=.2r/X) is the free space wavelength, 0p is the peak

angle of the main beam with no air-gap and e' is in radian.

I,lith H=0.1). and 0O=32o, an example is shown in Fig. 17d

where the phase of the TMr r wave is corrected and added with

the TMzr wave coherently. The improvement is obvious when

comparing Fig. 17b and 17ð with 16c.
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Similarly I a multi-layer stacked microstrip antenna can

be constructed and operated according to the same analogy.

Fig. 18 demonstrating the results of. some of the multi-layer
stacked microstrip. It shows that the gain rises with the

increase of stacked elements. Besides, the pattern is some-

how predictable. Pattern similarities can be observed be-

tween Fig. 18a and 18c due to the odd number of combined re-
sonant modes in consecutive order. Resemblance with regard

to the even number of patches can be found between Fig. 16c

and 18b. Fig. 18d illustrates another pattern when the feed

voltages are altered with respect to Fig. 18c. In fact, many

novel patterns can be obtained by having different numbers

of stack and various combinations of their feed voltages

provided that a possible upward extension by the antenna

does not impose any serious threat on the whole operation.

5.4 STÀCKED HICROSTRIP ÀRRÀY

Know i ng

Iayer, it
stacked mic

dimensional

the properties of

becomes straight
rostrip aÞray. À

array of stacked

a stacked microstrip of multi-
forward to have it applied to
linear vertical array and a two

microstrips will be presented.

5.4. 1 Linear vertical array

Stacked rnicrostrip elements are placed along the z-axis,
perpendicular to the patch with a separation of D, to form a

linear vertical array. For simplicity, mutual coupling be-
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tween different radiating apertures is not included. In

fact, the coupling effect does not cause much problem on the

overall pattern, as shown previously, when er=2.32. In addi-

tion, the coupling between a vertical array is much less

than that of a horizontal array in practical cases.

The total radiation pattern is- again the product of the

element pattern and the array factor of the vertical array.

The element pattern is the same as those in equation 5.5. A

phase correction expression is used as the array factor and

is given by

jko(i-1)ocosá
ÀF(0) (s.7)

where n is the total number of array elements, ko is the

free space wavenumber. Patterns of two and three two-layered
(TMt t and TMz r ) microstrip arrays, F€sonates at 0.832GH2,

are shown in Fig. 19 with element spacing of 0.5À and 0.58À

at er=2.32. According to Fig. 19, no increase in gain from

Lhe array when compared with a two-layer stacked microstrip,
but a power drop of about 2dB on the main beam instead. The

main beam is somehow shaped due to the array formation, but

the high side Iobe, âs shown i.n Fig. 19c and 19d, rnight cre-

ate serious problems.

n
=tê

1= I
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5.4.2 Two dimensional arrav

À seven two-layer stacked microstrip planar array in hex-

agonal shape is studied. Àgain the stacked element is a com-

bination of TMrr and TMzr modes. Mutual coupling is included

between radiating apertures of like modes. Coupling between

unlike modes is found to be very small and can be neglected.

with er=2.32 and operating frequency of 0.832 GHz, Fig. 20

shows the gain pattern of the array with element spacing of

0.65tr and 0.7À. It is found that for a scan angle 0o =70o, a

maximum gain is located at ô=270o plane. {e is thus adjusted

to 270o in order to preserve the pattern. Putting a phase

difference of 300 in the feed of the TMzr patch shifts the

observation plane to ô=2400 as shown in Fig. 20b and 20d. A

3 dB power drop along the d-direction is observed by moving

the observation plane by about !20o in the 0.65À spacing.

Less than 20o is required for the same amount of drop for a

spacing of 0.7).. The Iarger the element s¡racing, the sharper

the beamwidth around the @-direction or the beam is more

shaped. Comparing rig. 20a and 20c with Fig. 11d and 12b,

a gain improvement of more than 3 dB is found in the stacked

arrangement except that it varies with the @-angle sensi-

t i vely
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5.5 sttt{MARY

Microstrip antenna in a stacked structure can be used to

enhance the gain and improve the pattern. The total pov¡er

from the stacked antenna is first formulated. Because of a

mixed mode operation, the overall pattern is @-dependent.

Using different combinations of feed voltage f.or different
Ievel patches creates a scanning effect. The phase correc-

tion with the insertion of air-gap is investigated. Mutual-

coupling between apertures of different modes or different
plane leve1s are assumed to be insignificant. À linear ver-

tical array of stacked microstrip, in general, does not im-

prove the gain but shapes the main beam and raises the side

lobe. Fina1ly, a seven element two-Iayer stacked microstrip
planar array is investigated and found to give about 3 dB

more in gain than the single layered array. Nevertheless,

this extra gain is at the expense of the complexity of the

structure, higher material cost and height. Feeding of the

array elements is also more difficult to incorporate.
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Chapter VI

coNcLusIoNs

It was the objective of t.his thesis to present a study on

the mutual coupling of a microstrip antenna array. For a

practical purpose, voltage source v¡as used, instead of the

conventionally adopted current source, for patch excitation.
The effective voltages, responsible for radiation, and the

active input impedance of the array elements were derived in
terms of the self and mutual admittance, the applied voltag-
€s, and the source internal resistance and r.rere established

in matrix formulations.

À magnetic current model was used to determine the reac-

tion between two microstrip patches. Àpplying the reaction

concept, the mutual admittance could be obtained. It lras

shown that the E-plane coupling vras stronger than its H-

plane counterpart. By writing xi=yi=0 in the mutual admit-

tance expression, the self conductance could also be found

with a removabLe singularity. Modelling the microstrip as a

resonator, the self susceptance could be determined after
the information of the total stored energy under the patch

with an extended radius v¡as known.

The pattern formulations were derived in terms of the

vector potentials where both magnetic and electric currents
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were assumed on the radiating aperture. À basic array factor
was used to produce the array pattern. rn both rinear and

circular porarízaLions, the gain pattern was obtained by us-

ing the totar radiated power of the array as the normariza-

tion factor. A hexagonal array of seven circurar microstrip
lras studied which gave good circular polarization pattern.
rt was found that the lower the substrate permittivity, the
higher the co-polar component, and the more the pattern de-

formation due to the coupring. The cross porarization compo-

nent varied directly !¡ith the phase excitation 0o but indi-
rectly with the element spacing, and the permittivity of the

substrate, in general. The bandwidth of the microstrip an-

tenna courd be enrarged by either decreasing the substrate
perrnittivity or increasing its thickness.

Fina1ly, multi-layer stacked microstrip antenna was stud-
ied. The characteristics and operations of a two-stacked mi-
crostrip were discussed. rt was designed to respond to a

particular frequency with a combination of different reso-
nant modes in the radiaÈion zone. The radiation pattern
could be adjusted by the number of stacked elements and

their feed vortages. It vras found that the stacked micros-
trip gave higher gain but the pattern varied excessivery
with the azimuthal p-angle. rt courd be generarized to muI-

ti-tayer stacked microstrip antennas and arrays.
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Appendix À

FEED LOCATION ÀND SELF T{ÀLL ADMITTÀNCE

In many antenna systems, a minimum power reflection means

a maximum power trairsmission. I t is essential to have the

input impedance of the microstrip antenna matched with the

internal resistance of its source in order to minirnize the

reflected power. This may be controlled by choosing a feed

position on the patch properly and can be described by the

following expression l23l .

ilo

h i
Jn(knra) l' w

;;?;;;;t I "" Rl = l (A1 )

where Jn(X) is the Bessel function of ordetr ñ, 
"il 

is the

wa11 admittance of the patch, Ri is the internal resistance

of the source, h is the substrate thickness I c is the feed

point with respect to the patch center and a is the radius

of the patch. Numer.ical data are collected in the following

tables where the normalized feed locations along with the

patch dimensions and its self wall admittance are listed.
They are obtained at a resonant frequency of 0.832GH2 and a

substrate thickness of 0.0044.1À with the dielectric constant

as a parameter. It is found that a higher operating mode or

a lower dielectric constant material requires a J-arger disc

radius and forces the feed matching position away from the

center.
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Feed
(c/a)

Self Wa11 Àdmittance
(mho)

0.1 3s6E-0 4+j0.1 0698-03

0. 1 1 40E-04+j0. 92828-04

0 .97 458-05+j 0.83088-04

0 . 8530E-05+j 0 . 75828-04

0 .7 5 61 E-0 5+ j 0 .7 025E-04

0 . 67 478-05+j 0 . 657 3E-0 4

TABLE 3

Feed positions for irnpedance matching with er=1.0

TMr r

TMz r

TM: r

TM¿ r

TMs r

TMo r

Mode

TMr r

.FM^.

TMs I

TM+ r

TMs r

TMe r

0.28381

0.47611

0.65818

0.83s52

1.0'1 000

1.18260

0.247

0.477

0.593

0.663

0.709

0.742

0.25958

0.43519

0 .60144

0.7633s

0.92266

1 .08020

Feed
(c/a)

0.242

0.466

0.579

0 .647

0 .692

0.724

SeIf Wall Admittance
(mho)

0. 1 434E-04+j0. 1 1 038-03

0. 1 1 648-04+j0. 95568-04

0 . 9691 E-05+j 0 . 854 1 E-04

0 . 8259E-05+ j 0 .77 97E'-0 4

0. 71 288-05+j 0 .721 4E-04

0 . 62268-0 5+ j 0 . 6748E-04

Feed positions

TÀBLE 4

for impedance matching with er--1 .2
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Mode

TMr r

TMz r

TMs l

TM¿ r

TMs r

TMe r

0.23262

0.38975

0. s38s0

0.68334

0.82s8s

0.96678

0.236

0 .452

0.559

0 .622

0.663

0.691

Self WaII Àdmittance
(mho)

0 . 15288-04+j0 . 1 1 56E-03

0 . 1 1778-04+ j 0 . 99988-04

0 .929 1 E-05+j 0 .89 1 1 E-04

0 .7 4548-05+ j 0 . 81 238-04

0. 60558-05+j 0 .7508E-04

0 . 49248-05+ j 0 . 70 178-04

Self Wa11 Admittance
(mho)

0 . 1 628E-04*j 0.. 1 3 1 4E-03

0. 1 038E-04+j0 . 1 125E-03

0 . 66 34E'-05+ j 0 . 99968-04

0 . 42358-05+j 0 . 90848-04

0 . 26958-05+j 0 . 83758-04

0 . 1 73 5E-05+ j 0 . 7 81 2E-04

TABLE 5

Feed positions for impedance matching with €r=1.5

Mode Feed
(c/a)

TMr r

TMz r

TMs r

TM¿ l

TMs r

TMe r

0.18751

0.31395

0.43360

0.55010

0.66472

0.77807

0.218

0.408

0.500

0.545

0.574

0. s93"'"-"1

TÀBLE 6

Feed positions for impedance matching with et=2.32
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Àppendix B

NT'MERICÀL DÀTA ON ÀCTIVE INPUT IMPEDANCE

The active input impedance of a seven element microstrip
array, âs shown in fig.8, are computed and tabulated in the

following tables. Fed individually for circular potariza-

tion, each element is operated at 0.832GH2 (Ttøtr mode) wittr

er=Z.32 and the array is arranged to beam at ó=300. Initial-
Iy, each patch is designed to match a 50Q cab1e. Table 7 to
9 showing to certain extent that how active input i.mpedance

of the array are affected by the closeness of its elements

and the excitation phase through scanning.

Element z(a), go=0o z&), go=600

1

2

3

4

6

7

39.36 +

39.35 +

39.37 +

39.36 +

39.35 +

39.35 +

23.55 +

j22 .360

j22.360

j22 .360

j22.360

j22 .37 0

j22 .360

js.sse0

43.13 +

43.13 +

46.37 +

49.53 +

49.52 +

46.36 +

38.84 +

j 1 1 .490

j11.490

j1s.8s0

j29.s10

j29.540

j 1s.900

j33.e10

TABLE 7

Active input impedance with element spacing at 0.40À
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Element zß¿), go=00 z(a), go=60o

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

49 .41

49 .41

49 .41

49 .41

49 .42

49 .41

46 .12

j3 .443

j3 .443

j3 .43e

j3 .43e

j3 .443

j3 .444

j s. ss0

50.23

50.23

49.87

49.78

49.78

49.87

50.13

j3.290

j3.2e0

j3.08e

j2.6e1

j2 .6e3

j3.0s1

j4 .694

TABLE 8

Àctive input impedance with element spacing at 0.55I

Element z (a) , 9o=00 z (a) , go=600

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

49.40 +

49.40 +

49.41 +

49.40 +

49.40 +

49.40 +

48.94 +

j0.9124

j0.9124

j0.9114

j0.9113

j0 .9117

j0 .91 22

j 1 .4690

49.22 +

49.22 +

49.28 +

49.22 +

49.22 +

49.28 +

48.18 +

j0.7772

j0.7772

j0.7976

j0.8318

j0.8314

j0.7979

j1.0910

TABLE 9

Àctive input impedance with efement spacing at 0.70À
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rf x(t
sourceS,

tent ials

Appendix C

VTCTOR POTENTIÀLS

') and ú(r') are the electric and magnetic current

respectively, the magnetic and electric vectcr po-

observed from a distant point are given by

À= _i
4r

I I ñ(r')
s

-jko l;-;' I

e
ds'

l'-r' I

-jko li-E' I

e
ds'

l;-;' I

(c1)

(c2)
e

F = -- Ílú(r')
4rs

where u and € are the permeability and permittivity of the

medium, respectively. Consider a current source in a circu-
lar configuration as shown in Fig. 21, the position vectors

P(xry,z)

Far field notation for a current source

fr.(ó',2)

Figure 21 z
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wj.th respect to an observation point P can be expressed as

rsin?cos| + y rsin0sin4 + z rcos0

r'sing'cosø' + y r'si.ng'sinS' + ¿ r'cosg'

r --x
r' = x

(c:)
(ca)

rf. the sou.rce is an electric current sheet which extends

from the x-y plane to z=h and having a as its radius, then

tt(r' )=i<(d',2), 0' =r/2, r'=¿, ds'=aðôdz and

lF-;'¡ = [ r2-a2-2rasingcos(o'-O) ]

In the far field region where r>r'
denominator of equation C1 can

lF-i'l in the phase expression is
pansion and truncated to the first
comes

lF-;' ¡ = r-asingcos(o'-ó)

u -jkor
À = ---e

4rr

2r- jkoasingcos(ó'-ø)
tt(ø' ,z)e adôðz

(cs)

(i.e. r>>a), lF-i'l in the

be approximated by r but

expanded in binornial ex-

two terms which then be-

(co)

(c7)

The magnetic vector potential can thus be expressed as

h
II
00

Similarly,
and wr i tten

the electric vector

in the same form as

potential can be dete rm i ned

(ca)
€ -jkor

F = ---e
4rr

h
II
00

2r_ jkoasin0cos(O'-d)
¡a(O' ,z)e að,Adz
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Àppendix D

NIJMERICÀL REST'LTS ON RETT'RN LOSS ÀND BÀNDWIDTH

Failed to operate the microstrip patch at its resonant

frequency woul-d severely affect its input impedance, respon-

sible for matching, and experience with a high return loss

and low pov¡er gain performance. À single microstrip patch is
studied under di fferent operating frequencies. The power

gain, input impedance, and the calculated return loss of the

first three operating modes of a single circular patch are

tabulated, as shown in Table 10 to 21, for each different
normalized operating frequency with the substrate permittiv-
ity and its thickness as parameters. The resonant frequency

is 0.832GHz and the resonant impedance is designed at 509.

Return Loss of -6.02d8 and -9.54d8 correspond to reflection
coefficients of 1/2 and 1/3, respectively. It is apparent

that the bandr+idth is much narrower for the higher ordered

mode than that of the lower one.

bandwidth of a rnicrostr ip antenna

a substrate of lower dielectric
the substrate thickness.

It is also found that lhu
can be increased by using

constant or by increasing
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r/r o Gain
(as )

Input impedance
(ç¿)

Return loss
(dB)

0.99800

0.99870

0.99860

'1 .00000

1.00140

1.00'1 50

1 .00200

5 .647

6.258

6.373

7.251

6 .437

6 .326

5.694

18.37

25.12

26.91

26.85

25.12

17.92

+ j24.03

+ j24.92

+ j24.85

50.00

- jzs.01

j2s.08

j24 .05

-6 .69

-9 .63

-1 0 .44

-1 0 .42

_o troJ.JJ

-6.52

TÀBLE 1 O

Return loss of a disc at TMr r mode, e r=2.32 , h=0 . 0044 1 À

r/ro Input impedance
(ç¿)

Return loss
(as)

0.99900

0.99930

0.999s0

1 .00000

1 .00050

1.00070

1.00100

2.789

3 .522

4.005

4.500

4.058

3.649

2.813

17.31

25.19

34.06

34 .62

26 .44

16.99

+ j23.75

+ j24.96

+ j23.26

50.00

j23 .11

j2s.00

j23.72

-6.27

-9 .62

-1 4 .44

-14.81

-10.23

-6.15

TÀBLE 1 1

Return l-oss of a disc at TMzr mode,

81

er=2.32, h=0.00441À



f/ro Gain
(de)

Input impedance
(o)

Return Ioss
(an)

0.99947

0.99963

0.99970

1 .00000

1.00030

1 .00037

1 .00053

2 .597

3.355

3.630

4.204

3.594

3.315

2.554

18.09 + j24.01

27 .06 + j24.90

32.20 + j23.92

50.00

30.9s - j24.30

25.98 j25.00

17.38 - j23.83

-6. s8

-10.52

-13.29

-12.57

-10.00

-6.30

TÀBLE 12

Return loss of a disc at TMsr mode, er=2.32, h=0.00441I

t/t o Gain
(ae)

Input impedance
(o)

Return loss
(ae)

0.99750

0.99800

0.99820

1 .00000

1.00180

1 .00200

1 .00250

8.242

8.751

8.938

9.862

9.031

8.8s2

8.362

1 8.34 + j24.00

23 .71 + j24 .87

26.33 + j24.87

50.00

26.42 - j2s.0s

23 .7 6 - j25 .06

18.31 - i24.18

-6.68

-8.9s

-10.17

-10.21

-8.98

-6 .67

TÀBLE

Return loss of a disc at TMr I

13

mode , er=1 .0 , h=0.0044 1 À
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t/ro Input impedance
(o)

Return loss
(ae)

0.99830

0.99880

0.99900

1 .00000

1.00100

1.001 10

1.00180

5.300

6.101

6.377

7.080

6.399

6.269

5.172

16.88

25.33

29.86

tC] 1c

26.95

15 .25

+ j23.58

+ j24.94

+ j24.46

s0.00

j24 .7 0

j24.98

j 23.08

-6. 10

-9 .69

-11.97

-1 1 .64

-1 0 .47

-5 .47

TABLE 14

Return loss of a disc at TMzr mode, er=1 .0, h=0.00441 À

r/to Gain
(ae)

I nput impedance
(s¿)

Return loss
(ae)

0.99880

0.99920

0.99940

1 .00000

1 .00060

1 .00080

1.00120

5. 1 90

6.045

6.389

6.878

6 .404

6.06s

5 - ¿¿3

17 .54 + j23.82

27.50 + j24.83

34 . 30 + j23.1 6

50.00

33.76 - j23.46

27 .00 - j24.96

17.21 - j23.80

-6.36

-10 .7 4

-14.60

-14 .25

-10.49

-6.23

TÀBLE 1 5

Return loss of a disc at TM¡r mode,

- 83

e.='1 .0, h=0.00441À



f/to Gain
(ae)

Input impedance
(a)

Return l-oss
(as)

0.99000

0.993s0

0.99600

1 .00000

1.00400

1 .00650

1.01000

4 .816

s.858

6 .442

6.901

6 .642

6.165

5 -246

16.10 + j23.02

26 .26 + j24 .62

37 .10 + j21 .54

50.00

37.30 - j22.10

26.13 - j25.31

1 s.64 - j23.52

_ç ?o
J.I J

-ì0. r n

-16.58

.-16.7 4

-10.07

-5 .62

TABLE 16

Return loss of a disc at TMr I mode, er=2.32, h=0.02205À

c /c
L/ LO Gain

(dB)
Input impedance

(a)
Return loss

(ae)

0.99s50

0.99600

0.99700

1 .00000

1 .00300

1 .00400

1 .00450

2.115

2 .443

3.046

4.021

3.242

2 .691

2.386

16.61

19.28

26.27

26.51

'1 9.33

16.58

+ j23.39

+ j24.18

+ j24.81

s0.00

- j25.11

j24.51

j23 .7 0

_q oo
J.JJ

-7.06

-10.14

-10.25

-7.08

-5.98

TÀBLE 17

Return loss of a disc at TMzr mode,

-84
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f./t o Gain
(as)

Input impedance
(e)

Return l-oss
(as)

0 .9977 0

0.99830

0.998s0

1 .00000

1 .00'1 50

1.00170

1 .00230

2 .107

2.798

3.003

3.833

3.099

2.905

2.249

17.64

24.97

28.08

¿ I .ó t

24 .69

17.38

s0.00

j23.81

j24.e2

j24 .7 2

j24.e3

j2s.08

j23.e0

-6.40

-9.52

-11.04

-10.89

-9.40

-6.30

+

+

Return loss of a

TÀBLE 1 8

disc at TMsr mode, er=2.32, h=0.02205À

t/t o Gain
(as )

Input impedance
(a)

Return loss
(ae )

0.98800

0.99200

0.99500

1 .00000

1 .00500

1 .00800

1.01200

7 .320

8.220

8.754

9.209

9.006

8.604

7.850

18.05

27.75

37.88

38.22

27.67

17.54

+ j23.56

+ j24.40

+ j20.98

50.00

- j21.67

j2s.3o

j24.30

-6. s6

- 1 0.86

-17.21

-17.49

-10.82

-6.36

TÀBLE 19

Return loss of a disc at TMr r mode,

8s

e ,=1.0, h=0.02205À



t/to Gain
(as)

Input impedance
(o)

Return loss
(ds)

0.99200

0.99450

0.99s00
'1 .00000

1 .00400

1 .00500

1 .00550

4.470

5.379

5.540

6 .467

6 .047

s.800

5.661

16 .54

25.+4

27.78

32.96

27.60

25.20

+ j23.24

+ j24.72

+ j24.56

50.00

j23.e8

j25 .1 4

j25.28

-5 .97

-9.74

-10.88

-13 .7 4

-1A.79

-9.63

TABLE 20

Return loss of a disc at TMzr mode, er=1.0, h=0.02205).

c /rL/ Lo Gain
(as)

Input impedance
(o)

Return loss
(ds)

0.99400

0.99s00

0.99600

1 .00000

1 .00300

1 .00400

1 .00500

4.17 6

4 .696

5.175

6.236

5.762

5.396

4.965

32.23

25.20

19.55

j24 .13

j25.20

j24 .62

-5.68

-7.33
_o 1)J. t-

-13.31

-9.63

-/.¿¿

1 5.80 + j23.04

19.93 + j24.28

25.39 + j24.79

s0. 00

TÀBLE 21

Return loss of a disc at TMsr mode,

-86

e.=1.0, h=0.02205À



2.

J.

4.

c

6.

7.

8.

q

10
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